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school fair cafe club !
- English manual 1. Story
As senior members have quitted the afterschool club because of upcoming
graduation, you are left in the club alone.
You must get more members to get over the crisis of termination of your club,
and there's one big chance: The School Fair!
To publicize your club, you have decided to open a cafe in the fair.
You gather members to help your cafe and your club, while earning money
through serving drink and snacks. If you build high reputation throughout the
fair, your club will be allowed to continue!

2. Game Objective
You win the game if you have the most reputation points among the players at
the end of the game.
You score reputation points by inviting members into your club, purchasing
equipments, saving money, and collecting reputation tokens.
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3. Components
1 gameboard

publicity (number of trades allowed)
publicity track(player order)
round track
(time tokens appearing)
queue limiter

・ボードマーカー １本

order queues

6 player boards (1 for each color)
club name
club type
play summary
activity evaluation
(score record)

1 white board marker

6 player cubes (1 for each color)

1 marker eraser

36 player chips (6 for each color)
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35 time tokens

30 two-dollar($2) coins

20 four-dollar($4) coins

25 three-dollar($3) coins

15 one-reputation
tokens

10 three-reputation
tokens

[54 half size cards (45x64 mm)]
product cards

20 drinks

18 sweets

back

16 foods

face

[73 standard size cards (66x89 mm)]
5 Yourself cards (member cards)

5 location indicators

number-of-players icon (side determined by number of players)
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20 member cards (10 members, 2 each)
(Cards with [boy] icon are boys. Cards with [girl] icon are girls.)
time cost name
gender
reputation
points
special
ability
back

face

3 out-of-school location cards
time cost

location
name

money cost

effect

back

face

16 in-school location cards
time cost

location
name
effect

back

face

24 equipment cards (12 types, 2 each)
money cost

reputation
points

arrival
round
back
1 game manual (this document)

special
ability
face
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4. Game Overview
A game consists of four rounds, and a round is divided into two phases: activity
phase and trade phase.
In activity phase, your members perform activities to gather products and/or
publicize your club, or invite other members into your club.
In trade phase, you sell your products, or buy some pieces of equipment.
You have limited options at the beginning, but as the game progresses, you can
have wider variety of options and perform more actions.

Game
Start

Round1

Round2

Round 3

Round4

Activity
Phase

Activity
Phase

Activity
Phase

Activity
Phase

Trade
Phase

Trade
Phase

Trade
Phase

Trade
Phase

Final
Scoring

5. Game Setup
In
4-player
game

5.2 Location Grid

5.1 Gameboard

2nd Row: Convenience Store
3rd Row: Supermarket

5.3 Member Pool

4th Row: Department Store

5.4 Equipment Pool

5.5 Time Pool
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5.1 Placing the Gameboard
Place the gameboard on the table so that all players can reach it.

5.2 Location Grid and Location Decks
Make enough space near the gameboard to display 25 standard size cards in
5x5 grid, which is called location grid.
At the top row of location grid, display the out-of-school location indicator,
whose side with appropriate number-of-players icon facing up, at the rightmost
column.
At the top row of location grid, display all four in-school location indicators,
whose side with appropriate number-of-players icon facing up, in any order at
leftmost four columns
At the rightmost column of location grid, starting from the second row
downward, display all three out-of-school location cards: Convenience Store,
Supermarket, and Department Store in the order.
Shuffle all in-school cost-1 and cost-2 location cards separately to form two
location decks. Place these decks face-down at any vacant space in location
grid.

5.3 Member Pool and Member Deck
Make enough space near the gameboard to display five member cards, which is
called member pool.
Shuffle all 20 member cards, forming member deck, and place the deck
face-down next to member pool.

5.4 Equipment Pool
Make space near the gameboard to display several equipment cards, which is
called equipment pool.

5.5 Time Pool
Make space near the gameboard to contain dozens of time tokens, which is
called time pool.
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5.6 Club Rooms
In front of each player, make space to contain their player board, chips, coins,
tokens, and cards. This space is called club room.

Club room at beginning

Club room during the game

5.7 Player Colors
Each player chooses their player color from six colors: Red, Blue, Yellow, Green,
White, and Black. Make sure that all players can identify all player colors.
Then each player receives a player board, a player cube, six player chips of
chosen color and one Yourself card, and place them all in that player’s club room.
Take one player cube of an unchosen color, and use it as a round indicator. Place
it on column 1 on the round track.
Return unused Yourself cards, player boards, player cubes, and player chips to
the box.

5.8 Initial Player Order
Any one player takes the player cubes from all players, and randomly places
them at column 1 on publicity track, one by one starting from the top row
downward. The order of rows is initial player order (top row first).
Depending on the initial player order, players receive coins as follows:

1st：

2nd：

3rd：

In 4-player game
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4th：

5th：

5.9 Reserve
Gather all product cards, all equipment cards, all time tokens, all reputation
tokens and remaining coins in one place separated from the playfield, which is
called reserve.

5.10 Club Name and Type
In player order, each player writes down
the name of their club in “Club Name”
space in their player board, then choose
your club type and draw a circle on the
chosen type.
Any club name is allowed; you may name
your club from your experience or even
from anime you like. Club name doesn’t
affect the game at all.
Club Type affects the game as follows:
1) Members are easy or hard to join your club depending on its type.
2) Boys’ and girls’ clubs are easier to invite members than mixed clubs, but
they cannot invite more than one member of opposite gender (excluding
Yourself).
3) Some equipment cards are type-specific. They can be purchased by either
cultural or sport clubs only.
Tip) You should choose a type not chosen by previous players, otherwise you
will have a direct conflict with another player when inviting members and
purchasing equipments.

6. General rules
6.1 Special Abilities
Member cards and equipment cards have their own ability written on them. If
the ability conflicts with any rules in this document, card ability takes
precedence.
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6.2 Public and Private Information
In your club room, unless otherwise specified, product cards and reputation
tokens are placed face-down, meaning their identities are private to you.
Others are public information.
You may use either side of your Yourself card. It doesn’t affect the game at all.

6.3 Word definition
gain X publicity

Move your player cube X squares rightward (Max 10).

gain (an item)

Unless otherwise specified, if you are instructed to gain
an item, take that item from reserve, and put it into your
club room.
(exception: “gain a time token from time pool”, etc.)

spend X dollars

Take coins which are worth X dollars or more from your
club room, and put them into reserve.

spend/sell/discard

Take that item from your club room, and put it into

(an item)

reserve.

6.4 Spending Money, No Change, and No Exchange
When you spend money, even if you spend more money than required, no change
is given to you.
You may not exchange coins in any way.
During trade phase, you may spend time tokens as $1 coins, but not during
activity phase.
You must discard all time tokens remaining in your club room at end of round.

6.5 Resource Limitation
If you are instructed to gain a certain type of coin or product card when there
isn’t any in reserve, this instruction is ignored.
If you have three one-reputation tokens in your club room, you may exchange
them into one three-reputation token any time. Reputation tokens cannot be
depleted if players exchange them properly.
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7. Pre-Activity Step
In 4-player game,round 1
7.1
7.5
7.3

7.6

7.2

16 time
tokens

7.4

7.1

7.1 Update Round and Replenish Time Tokens
On the round track, move the round indicator to current round number.
On the round track, find the number where the round indicator and number of
players intersect. Take that many time tokens from reserve and place them in
time pool.

7.2 Refresh Members
Return all members in member pool to the box. Draw five members from
member deck and display them in member pool.

7.3 Clear Location Grid and Add Locations
All players retrieve all their player chips on location grid and put them into
their club rooms.
If current round is one or two, draw four cards from cost-1 location deck. If
current round is three or four, draw four cards from cost-2 location deck.
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Display the cards drawn on the uppermost empty row of location grid, starting
from the leftmost column rightward.

7.4 Add Equipments
From reserve, take all six equipment cards whose arrival round equals to
current round. In addition to the existing equipments, display them in equipment
pool.

7.5 Reset Publicity
Move all player cubes on publicity track to publicity 1 without changing their
rows.

7.6 Queue up Orders
The queue limiter is determined by number of players and current round number.
For each order queue, place 1 one-reputation token at leftmost dotted square
and fill the circles with corresponding coins until that queue touches the queue
limiter. The corresponding coins are: drinks ($2) for the top queue, sweets ($3)
for middle, and foods ($4) for bottom.

8. Activity Phase
8.1 Player Order during Activity Phase

8.2 Activity Phase Procedure

1
2
3
4

player order

In activity phase, player order is determined
by the order of rows where player cubes are
placed (top row first). If the last player finishes
their turn according to the player order,
the turn goes to the first player.

During your turn, you perform one activity from (1)-(3) described below. If you
cannot perform any activity, you must pass, and you are out of this activity
phase.
When you finish your activity, the turn goes to the next player who has not
passed.
When all players have passed, this activity phase is over.
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[State of member cards]
At the beginning of activity phase, all member cards, including Yourself
cards, in all players’ club rooms are placed upright, which means they are
ready to perform an activity. When a player assigns one of their member to
perform any activity numbered (3), that member card is turned sideways,
meaning that member is done.
Any member who is done cannot be assigned to perform any activity
numbered (3).

ready state

done state

(1) Gain a time token (only when any time tokens are remaining in time pool)
Gain one time token from time pool.
If the last time token is taken, no players may perform (1) or (2) activity for
the rest of this phase.
(2) Ready a member (only when any time tokens are remaining in time pool)
Choose a member who is done in your club room, and turn the card to ready
state.
(3) Assign a member to perform an activity
You may assign a member to perform an activity from the following three:
(3-a) Invitation activity
(3-b) In-school activity
(3-c) Out-of-school activity
Choose a member who is ready in your club room and turn the card to done
state, and spend a certain cost which is explained later. If you cannot, you may
not perform this activity.
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[Dual-club members]
If two players have a member of the same name, that member belongs to two
clubs, which is called dual-club.
When a dual-club member performs an activity, the other member card of the
same name, if ready, must be turned to done state as well.
Member cards in member pool are not affected. Also, even if a player readies a
member using (2) activity, the other member of the same name is not affected.
Yourself cards are individual members, so they are not affected by this rule.

player on your left When a dual-club member
performs an activity...

Your member of the same
name is turned to done state!

Your club room

Yourself

cards
are
not affected .

(3-a) Invitation activity
Take a member from member pool, and put it to your club room at ready state.
That member can perform an activity this round.
The following conditions are applied when inviting a member.
You may not invite a member if you already have a member of the same name.
Throughout the game, boys’ clubs and girls’ clubs may not invite more than
one member of the opposite gender (excluding Yourself).
To find out the cost to invite the member, look at the cost table written on top
left of the member card, and find the number at the cell whose position
corresponds the circled cell on the type of club of your player board. Spend that
many time tokens.
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e.g.) If you chose boys’ sport as your club type, look
at lower left cell of the cost table when you invite
a member. You need one time token for Satoshi,
and two time tokens for Hinako.
Note that boys’ club may not invite more than one
girl member.

Club Type
Boys’ Culture

Mixed Culture

Girls’ Culture

Boys’ Sport

Mixed Sport

Girls’ Sport

[Special abilities]
Uranosuke and Teruna have an ability when inviting a member. See member
card list at bottom of this document for details.
[Member limit per round depending on number of players]
When X members are invited to any clubs in a round, return all remaining
members in member pool to the box. The value X depends on number of players:
3 if three-player, 4 if four-player, and 5 (unlimited) if five-player.

(3-b) In-school activity
Choose one in-school location card in location grid. Take a player chip from your
club room and place it on that location. Effects on that location are activated. If
you have no player chips in your club room, take one of your player chips from
location grid instead.
The following condition is applied for in-school activity.
Before placing your chip on a location, look at the location indicator card of
the same column to see the location’s number of activity spaces. You may not
place your chip on that location if there are that many or more player chips on
it already.
The cost for in-school activity is written on top left of the location card.
However, the cost is added by one if the corresponding location indicator card
has [+1 time cost] on it. Spend that many time tokens.
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e.g.) See location grid image on the right.
To perform an activity in Broadcasting Room,
you need one time token. To perform an
activity in Student Council Room, you need
two time tokens because the corresponding
location indicator card has [+1 time cost].
The Student Council Room already has blue
player chip on it, but you may still perform
an activity there because that location has
two activity spaces allowed by the
corresponding location indicator.
[Location card effects (Apply multiple card effects one by one, from left to
right)]
Gain one drink, sweets, or food product card
respectively.
Gain one or two publicity
respectively.

+1
+2

Indicator
Location
Placement

You may exchange positions of two in-school location
indicator cards. After the exchange, even if a location
has more player chips than allowed, keep it as is.
You may exchange positions of two in-school location
cards of the same row. After the exchange, even if a
location has more player chips than allowed, keep it as
is.
You may take a player chip from your club room and
place it on any in-school location card with a vacant
activity space. If you have no player chips in your club
room, take one of your player chips from location grid
instead. This effect does not trigger any effect on
that location. (You may later gain an end-of-phase
effect from the corresponding location indicator
card.)
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[Special abilities]
Nobutsune, Furuhito, Yukiteru, Arisa, Hinako, and Sora have an ability when
performing an in-school activity. See member card list at bottom of this
document for details.
(3-c) Out-of-school activity
Choose one out-of-school location card in location grid. Take a player chip from
your club room and place it on that location. Effects on that location are
activated. If you have no player chips in your club room, take one of your player
chips from location grid instead.
The condition and cost to perform an out-of-school activity is the same as
in-school activity. In addition, you must spend $2-$4.
According to the money spent, gain three product cards written in the
corresponding row of the card.
e.g.) When your member performs an activity in
Convenience Store, you need $2-4 in addition to
one time token. If you spent $2 and one time
token, you gain 3 drink product cards.

[Special abilities]
Satoshi, and Meguru have an ability when performing an out-of-school
activity. See member card list at bottom of this document for details.

8.3. End of Activity Phase
The activity phase ends when all players have passed.
All players turn all their member cards in their club rooms to ready state.
Next, look at location indicator cards in location grid. Some of them have a [+1
publicity at end of activity phase] icon. For each player chip which is in one of
these columns, that player gains one publicity.
e.g.) In location grid described below, location indicators in three rightmost
columns have a [+1 publicity at end of activity phase] icon. Therefore red, blue,
yellow, and black players gain 2 publicity each.
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9. Trade Phase
9.1 Player Order during Trade Phase
Players may perform up to X trade actions, where X is their publicity.
First, move all players’ player cubes upward to fill the top squares, keeping
their columns. If multiple players have the same publicity, place their player
cubes from the top according to recent player order.
To find out who will take a turn next, look at the player cube which is at the
highest publicity in publicity track. That cube’s color indicates the next player.
If multiple players are at highest, the uppermost cube among them is the next.
When that player finishes their turn, reduce that player’s publicity by one, and
move their player cube to uppermost empty square of the corresponding column.
Then, find out the following player in the same manner described above. Repeat
this process until all player cubes are at zero publicity, then this trade phase
ends.
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In
4-player
game

Move all player cubes
upward

According to the positions of player cubes,
players take their turns in the order shown
below.

9.2 Turn Procedure During Trade Phase

You
may
terminate your
trade for better
player order.

During your turn, you perform one action from (1)-(3) described below. If you
cannot choose (1) or (2), you must perform (3) terminate and you are out of this
trade phase.
(1) Sell one of your products
Spend one product card, and gain the rightmost coin from the corresponding
order queue. If reputation token is the only one remaining in the order queue,
take that token instead. If the queue is empty, you may not perform this action.

Take the rightmost coin or token whenever a product was sold.
If drink was sold,

５ ４ ３ ２ １

take from the top queue
If sweets was sold,
take from the middle queue
If food was sold,
take from the bottom queue

[Special abilities]
Nobutsune, Yukiteru, and HInako have an ability when selling products. See
member card list at bottom of this document for details.
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(2) Purchase an equipment
Take one equipment card from equipment pool, spend required money written
in top left of the card, and put the card into your club room. From now on, you
may use the effect written in the card.
You may not perform this action if you don’t have required money.
In addition, the following conditions are applied when purchasing an equipment.
You may not purchase an equipment if you already have an equipment of the
same name.
Culture clubs may not purchase equipments that are available only to sport
clubs, and vice versa.
[Equipment limit depending on number of players]
When total of X equipment cards of the same arrival round are sold in the
game, return all the rest from equipment pool to the box. The value X depends
on number of players: 4 if three-player, 5 if four-player, and 6 (unlimited) if
five-player. This rule doesn’t affect equipment cards of the different arrival
round.
e.g.) Four-player game, round 1, trade phase. Four out
of six equipment cards are sold to other players.
Both remaining cards cost $6 (see the image).
You bought Invitation Poster, spending one $3,
one $2, and one time token which you didn’t spend in
activity phase. The remaining card was returned to
the box because five out of six cards which arrived
in the same round have been purchased.
(3) Terminate the trade for better player order
You are out of this trade phase.
Move your player cube to the topmost empty square at 0 publicity.
The earlier you terminate, the better player order you take for the next
activity phase.
If current round is 4, the player order acts as a tie-breaker at end of the game.

9.3 End of Trade Phase
The trade phase ends when all player cubes are located at 0 publicity.
All players discard all product cards in their club rooms, including those on their
member cards, and all time tokens.
If the current round was 4, the game goes to the final scoring, otherwise the
game goes on to the next round, starting with pre-activity step.
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[Special abilities]
Before discarding product cards, you may use the ability of Frame Tent.
After discarding product cards, you may use the ability of Cooler Box,
Refrigerator, and Microwave Oven.
See equipment card list at bottom of this document for details.

10. Final Scoring
The game ends when round 4 was finished.
Each player calculates their reputation points. First, write down the date
played and player name at top row of activity evaluation table on the player
board. Then, calculate the subtotal for following categories.

10.１ Member Reputation
Calculate Member Reputation subtotal, which is two reputation points for
each member you have invited, and write it down in your activity evaluation
table.

10.２ Equipment Reputation
Calculate Equipment Reputation subtotal by adding up numbers shown on top
right of all equipment cards you have purchased, and write it down in your
activity evaluation table.

10.３ Saving Reputation
Calculate Saving Reputation subtotal by dividing total money in your club room
by 5, rounded down, and write it down in your activity evaluation table.

10.４ Activity Reputation
Calculate Activity Reputation subtotal by adding up all values of reputation
tokens in your club room, and write it down in your activity evaluation table.
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Calculate the total by adding up all subtotals, and write it down in your
activity evaluation table.
The player with the highest total is the winner of the game.
If the case of tie, look at publicity track. Among tied players, the player with
the uppermost player cube is the winner.

11. Card List
11.１ Member Card List
Name
(gender)
Nobutsune
(boy)

Ability

Satoshi
(boy)

Whenever this member gains one or more [drink product card]
by performing an in-school activity, put them face-up on this
card.
During trade phase, whenever you sell a [drink product card] on
this card, you may sell it as [sweets product card] or [food
product card] instead.
Whenever this member performs an out-of-school activity, gain
[+2 publicity] immediately.

Uranosuke
(boy)

Whenever this member invites another member, instead of
spending time tokens, you may spend that many dollars.

Furuhito
(boy)

Whenever this member gains one or more [drink product card],
[sweets product card], and/or [food product card] by
performing an in-school activity, you may immediately sell one of
them and gain one corresponding coin.
Whenever this member gains one or more [food product cards]
by performing an in-school activity, put them face-up on this
card.
During trade phase, whenever you sell a [food product card] on
this card, additionally gain [one reputation token].
Whenever this member invites another member, spend only one
time token instead of regular time cost.
Whenever this member performs an out-of-school activity, do
not spend time tokens at all. (You still must have enough time
tokens to activate this ability.)
Whenever this member performs an in-school activity on a
location card with [publicity] icon in its effect, additionally gain
[+1 publicity] immediately.

Yukiteru
(boy)

Teruna
(girl)
Meguru
(girl)
Arisa
(girl)
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Name
(gender)
Hinako
(girl)

Sora
(girl)

Ability
Whenever this member gains one or more [drink product cards]
and/or [sweets product cards] by performing an in-school
activity, put those cards face-up on this card.
During trade phase, you may sell all or part of product cards on
this card in one turn. (As usual, you consume only one publicity)
Whenever this member performs an in-school activity on a
location card with [location], [indicator], or [placement] icon in
its effect, additionally gain [one reputation token].

11.2 Equipment Card List
Name
Cooler Box

Round
1

Cost
4

Pts.
0

School Fair
Flyer

1

6

0

Invitation
Poster

1

6

0

Refrigerat
or

2

6

1

First-aid
Kit

2

8

1

Megaphone

2

10

1

Microwave
Oven

3

8

2

Tabletop
and Video
Games

3

12

2

Ability
At the end of trade phase, if you have
discarded two or more [drink product
cards], gain [$2].
Whenever your member performs an
out-of-school activity, take up to two
product coins of any type(s) and put
them into corresponding order queue(s).
At pre-activity step, place your player
cube at 2 publicity instead of 1.
At the end of trade phase, if you have
discarded two or more [sweets product
cards], gain [$3].
During activity phase, even if an
opponent’s dual-club member performs
an activity, your member of the same
name cannot be turned to done state.
Whenever your member performs an
activity on an in-school location card
without [publicity] icon on its effect,
gain [+1 publicity].
At the end of trade phase, if you have
discarded two or more [food product
cards], gain [$4].
Sport clubs may not purchase this card.
Whenever you sell a product, gain
additional [$2].
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Name
Frame Tent

Round
3

Cost
12

Pts.
2

Video
Camera

4

16

4

Stage
Costumes

4

16

?

Sports
Uniforms

4

16

?

Ability
Culture clubs may not purchase this
card.
At the end of trade phase, you may sell
up to one product card of each type and
gain corresponding coin.
No special effect.
Sport clubs may not purchase this card.
At the end of game, this card is worth
X reputation points, where X is number
of equipment cards excluding this card
in your club room.
Culture clubs may not purchase this
card.
At the end of game, this card is worth
X reputation points, where X is number
of member cards excluding Yourself in
your club room.

11.3 Location Card List
Cost-1 locations
[in] Broadcasting Room

[in] School Council Room

[in] Teachers’ Office

[in] Entrance Hall

[in] Rooftop

[in] Library Room

[in] Art Room

[in] Security Office

[out] Convenience Store

[in] Lecture Hall Stage

[in] Central Lobby

[in] Courtyard Terrace

[in] Vacant Classroom

[in] Science Room

[in] Cooking Room

[in] Music Room

[in] School Cafeteria

[out] Supermarket

Cost-2 locations

Cost-3 locations
[out] Department Store
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11.4 Location Indicator Card List
4/5

5

3
N/A

N/A

3/4

3/4/5

4/5

3/4/5

3

3, 4, 5: Use this side when playing with that number of players.
N/A: This side is not used in standard games.
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